
New Saint Monica Parish Meeting #6 
March 10-11th, 2007

Saturday attendance: 25 Sunday morning: 76

Buildings Projects
The purpose of the Parish Meeting is to inform about the progress of the 

Buildings Project to date and to seek questions and suggestions to further 

clarify the process. The meeting began with a prologue from Karen Snyder of 

the Buildings Projects Group.

No decisions have been made!
Two goals drive the Buildings Project process:

1. Taking care of deferred maintenance issues
2. Making our buildings accessible and welcoming

To maintain the integrity of our buildings we sought input 
from:

• Parishioners: “Wish Lists” were created last summer
• Licensed professional consultants
• Guidelines from the Diocese & the U.S. Catholic Bishops

Budget Limitations will require that we;
• Prioritize projects
• Develop a vision for the next several years 

Today’s meeting helps the preparation for the longer meetings
March 27, 2007 at 3:00-4:30pm and 6;00-7:30pm
when questions can be answered in detail.
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Saturday Afternoon Parish Meeting parishioner responses:

• Opening prayer included the words, and renew the face of the earth”.

Will the Buildings projects reflect an ecological and energy conservation 

concern? Will it be a “green church”?

• The goals of welcoming and greater accessibility will help increase 

participation from persons with handicapping conditions. The inclusion 

of a wheelchair accessible van* would help.(* Fr. Ray is reviewing this.)

• The sides of the church need greater illumination.

• Incorporate use of “limited-use elevators”.

• Need an area for saying the rosary without noise distractions.

• Keep building projects’ design tasteful and complementary to blend in 

with current architecture.
• We’ve been talking about lighting concerns for the past fifteen years. 

There’s no excuse for not doing electrical rewiring and updating. It’s a 

matter of common sense. Do the bathroom accessibility. Don’t create 

any new buildings.

Rumor Control: There will be no construction of any new buildings. It would 

be impractical in light of budget restraints.
• Make the altar and ambo (lectern) more visible.

• Maintain a church atmosphere while addressing meeting room and 

hospitality (Community Table) concerns.

• Beware the misperception that we “have a lot of money”. Remember 

that one-half of parish assets are not touchable for building projects.

• Question: Is there any idea of a timeline?

Response from Buildings Group: We are on schedule. We are at a 

midway point. We want to proceed sooner rather than later but we follow 

a process that involves both communicating to and seeking input from
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our parishioners. Working with the Finance team is an important piece 

to maintain financial stability as part of the effort.

• Feel sick of meetings. Get moving now.

Buildings Group response: At the 3/27/07 meetings parishioners will 

be able to see the architectural drawings with the project architects 

present to answer questions. The process feels slow because there is 

an intentional effort to keep parishioners informed & to seek their 

approval. Attending the 3/27/07 meetings gives parishioners a chance 

to ask “what is it going to amount to.”

The Buildings Team is following a process dictated by the Diocese 

of Rochester (DOR). Information is presented to the architect who needs 

to integrate the various aspects of the projects with the heating engineer 

and the electrical engineer. This includes the rectory, basement, school 

& hall plus parking lot.

The Buildings Group is addressing infrastructure and making the 

buildings accessible and hospitable. The project seeks to work within its 

resources.
• Don’t want parishioner feedback “to go into the ether” (fade away). It 

would be a disservice.

Father Ray; I, too, would feel that it would be a disservice If feelings 

were not taken into consideration. But it is important to know that the 

Buildings Group, Facilitation Team and Finance Committee are 

communicating and working together. Having a Parish Meeting like this 

one today gives these groups the “wisdom to get clear about what we’re 

doing.” Appreciate also that the parishioner ideas were sought last 

summer and are already incorporated in the planning process.

• Question: “Why do we need the ‘higher powers’?”

Buildinas Grouo resoonse: The oarish is makina the decisions

f
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but the DOR guidelines must be followed. The Buildings Group believes 

that the DOR guidelines won’t affect the projects too much. The process 

makes sure that questions and concerns have been raised.

• Questions: People will have an opportunity to see the drawings on 

3/27/07. Does this lead to a vote? Can we proceed then?

Buildings group response: Within the Roman Catholic Church it is not a 

democratic process based on voting. The critical thing is to develop a 

strong general consensus. The Buildings Group has a desire to move 

forward. “When there is general consensus to move forward, we will.”

• Don’t secularize the appearance of the building to have it resemble a 

church from a different denomination or a modern suburban church.

Sunday Morning Parish Meeting parishioner responses:

• What resource documents were referred to in the planning process?

• Parishioner “wish list” charts from July 2006

• 2005 Pastoral Planning documents

• Licensed Architects’ documents

• U.S. Catholic Bishops plus Diocesan buildings guidelines.

• Parish Finance Committee data.

• What moneys are we working with? Does this include funds from the 

Sacrificial Giving Campaign?

Buildings group response: In ballpark terms, the funds come from the 

proceeds from the sale of the former faith communities’ properties. 

Money from the Partners in Faith campaign goes towards operational 

expenses.
• In light of the shortfall between current and projected parish expenses, 

where is the money going to come from to pay for RG&E? Don’t spend



money we don’t have.

• Regarding the Eucharistic chapel, I am concerned about its artistic 

value if modified.

Buildings group response: Few items within the church are affected by 

DOR guidelines. The goal is; Don’t make changes if they don’t serve us.

• When re-lamping the church it needs to be two or three times brighter 

than current conditions.

• The rectory was slated to have space for nine meeting rooms. Has there 

been any planning in this respect yet?

Buildings group response: There are no plans yet.

• Don’t understand the need for another chapel.

• When making the bathrooms accessible, please add mirrors.

• Pay attention to the reality of the RG&E bills.

• Make sure the bathrooms have hot water.

• Is the parking lot under consideration as part of the project?: YES

• Having the services of an architect is a way to save money in the long 

run through energy efficiency.

• How are the priorities determined?

Buildings group response: The Parish Meetings process is part of the 

conversation that helps set the priorities.

• Accessibility (with hot water for bathrooms) and new wiring and lighting 

should be the priorities.

• Is St. Monica School affected?

Buildings group response: The relationship Involves the parish being 

the landlord for the school building. Capital improvement project costs 

are shared between the parish & the Monroe County Catholic Schools.

• Expression of appreciation to the Buildings group for their near-weekly
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meetings and long service.

• No ballpark figure mentioned yet. How much will this cost?

Buildings group response: There is regular communication with the 

Finance team. A joint document presented at October’s Financial open 

forum disclosed the information. In basic terms, the parish, with the 

proceeds from the sale of the former parish properties, has assets of 

two million dollars. One-half of this amount is accessible for the 

Buildings Project and the other one-half is invested and is unavailable 

for the Buildings Project. Addressing deferred maintenance is a prime 

concern for the building funds.

• The choir needs elbow room plus chairs.

• There is a water drip on the parking lot side of the church needing 

attention.
• Determine parishioner skills to see if there can be any opportunities for 

in-kind contributions to the Buildings Projects effort.

• Have a parishioner with feng shui skills organize and arrange the 

cabinets used for hospitality (Community Table).

• Buildings group member comment: It is important to note that the 

Buildings Project will involve projects to be done soon AND there will be 

some projects tha* will take place 2-3 years later.

It pleases the Buildings Group to realize that virtually all of the topics 

addressed both Saturday and Sunday have already been considered 

(with the exception of the bathroom mirrors and hot water!).

• Getting an architect is not an extravagance.

• Need to get new microphones for parish forums.

SAVE THE DATE : TUESDAY, MARCH 27TH > 3:00-4:30 & 7:00-8:30pm 
Buildings Proiects oresentations fouestions & answers') srrihRiftr. s/13^)7


